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Abstract. Quasar 3C 279 is known to exhibit episodes of optical polarization angle rotation. We present new,
well-sampled optical polarization data for 3C 279 and introduce a method to distinguish between random and
deterministic electric vector position angle (EVPA) variations. We observe EVPA rotations in both directions
with different amplitudes and find that the EVPA variation shows characteristics of both random and determin-
istic cases. Our analysis indicates that the EVPA variation is likely dominated by a random process in the low
brightness state of the jet and by a deterministic process in the flaring state.

1 Introduction

Rotations of the electric vector position angle (EVPA) of
linearly polarized radiation have been observed in various
blazars since the 1960s [e.g., 1]. Proposed explanations in-
clude stochastic variation [e.g., 2], multi-component mod-
els [cf. 3], and bent trajectories of a moving shock in a tan-
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gled [cf. 4] or structured [cf. 5] magnetic field. In 3C 279 a
300◦ counter-clockwise rotation of the optical EVPA was
observed in 2006/2007 and explained by an emission fea-
ture on a spiral path in a helical magnetic field [6]. In 2009
a 210◦ rotation in the opposite direction was observed and
explained by a global bend of the jet [7].

A major issue in analyzing polarization data is thenπ
ambiguity of the measured EVPA. Low sampling rates
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Table 1. Observatories participating in optical polarimetric mon-
itoring.

Institution Tel. diam. Filters
Calar Alto, Spain 220 cm R
CrAO, Ukraine 70 cm R
Kanata, Japan 150 cm V
KVA, La Palma, Spain 60 cm white light
Liverpool, La Palma, Spain 200 cm V+R
Perkins, USA 183 cm R
San Pedro Mártir, Mexico 84 cm R
St. Petersburg, Russia 40 cm white light
Steward Observatory, USA 154 and 229 cm 5000-7000Å

may obscure actual, large rotations and complicate the re-
construction and interpretation of the actual EVPA varia-
tion. We discuss here a method to distinguish random from
deterministic EVPA variation and apply this method to
our data set of optical polarization observations of 3C 279
from November 2010 to August 2012.

2 Data set and data processing

The photometric R-band data set consists of 24 light
curves provided by different observers and institutions.
We combine these individual light curves into one assem-
bled light curve after removing clear outlier data points,
averaging intra-night data, and cross-calibrating the indi-
vidual light curves. Optical polarimetry data are provided
by nine observatories listed in Table 1. Since frequency-
dependence of the EVPA in optical is relatively weak, we
combine all optical EVPA data sets to solve for thenπ-
ambiguity.

2.1 EVPA ambiguity

Comparison of EVPA measurements is ambiguous. The
measured properties are the same for an EVPAχ and the
EVPA χ′ = χ ± n · π with n ∈ N; thus, EVPA rotations
larger thanπ cannot be determined unambiguously. The
common procedure to solve for this ambiguity is to assume
a smooth variation of the EVPA and to shift data points to
minimize the difference between adjacent data points (see
e.g., [7]). We employ two methods to shift EVPA data
points:

EVPA shifting method 1 determines the median of theN
previous data points as a reference for an EVPA data point
and calculates the absolute deviation between them.

EVPA shifting method 2 calculates the absolute devia-
tion between two adjacent data points and subtracts the
root summed squared errors:

∆χest= |χi − χi−1| −

√

σ2(χi) + σ2(χi−1). (1)

Both methods shift an EVPA data point by±nπ if the
deviation is larger thanπ/2 with n ∈ N such that the devia-
tion is minimized. The first method with largeN is robust
against measurement errors, but it is likely to obscure real
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Figure 1. Optical polarization light curves of 3C 279.Upper
panel: R-band flux density. Mid panel: Linear polarization
fraction at V-band (red circles), R-band (yellow squares), V+R
(green diamonds), 5000-7000 Å (pale blue up-sided triangles),
white light (dark blue right-sided triangles).Lower panel: EVPA
shifted with method 1 (symbols as in the second panel).

variation, if the data is not well sampled. With our worst
data sampling of one data point each 20 days,N = 2 must
not be exceeded to reconstruct EVPA rotations rates up
to 3.6 ◦/d (measured with method 2). The fast rotations
are sampled much better; the mean sampling rate allows
for N = 16. We chooseN = 4. The second method
is expected to obscure real variation less frequently than
method 1. With a sampling rate and errors similar to those
of our observed data, both methods correctly reconstruct a
simulated EVPA rotation of 500◦/200 d with a probability
of 98.5 %.

2.2 Optical light curve and polarization

Figure 1 shows the assembled R-band light curve, the de-
gree of optical linear polarization,P, and the optical EVPA
shifted with method 1,χsm1. The optical light curve shows
little variation and low flux density,Fν < 1 mJy, before
JD= 2455400. After the first seasonal gap the light curve
covers a flaring state with an overall flux increase, two ma-
jor flares, several smaller flares, and a flux decrease. Dur-
ing the first optical flare the flux density increases by a fac-
tor of 3 within 30 days. The mean linear polarization de-
gree is〈P〉 = 12 % with a standard deviationσ(P) = 8 %.
Shifting the EVPA with method 1, we observe EVPA ro-
tations in both directions with amplitudes up to 360◦. A
smooth 360◦-rotation coincides with the first major opti-
cal flare. To test whether these EVPA rotations are of a
random or a deterministic origin we use the scheme pre-
sented in the following section.
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Table 2. Simulation input parameters.

time interval T 200 d
mean time step 〈∆t〉 3 d
min. time step: ∆tmin 0.7 d
max. time step: ∆tmax 21 d
∆t power-law index: α −2
error level: σerrors 4 ◦

3 Discriminating random from
deterministic EVPA variation

Shifting the EVPA data points to solve thenπ-ambiguity
is based on the assumption that the EVPA actually ro-
tates smoothly rather than jumps abruptly. This assump-
tion leads to two questions. First, is it valid? If the under-
lying process is of a random origin, shifting EVPA data
points artificially introduces rotations. And second, what
doessmooth mean for discretely sampled measurements?
Jones et al. [2] have shown that random variations of the
EVPA can produce rotations> 360◦.

We define a quantitative measure of thesmoothness of
an EVPA curve and define a random process based on [2]
and [8] to determine the probability of a random EVPA
curve to show a large (> 180◦) and smooth rotation.

3.1 A quantitative measure of smoothness

The point-to-point variation of the EVPA curve is

(

∆χ

∆t

)

i

=
χi − χi−1

ti − ti−1
(2)

in units of degrees per time unit. The mean of the point-
to-point variation

m =
〈

(∆χ/∆t)i
〉

(3)

indicates a secular trend in the data. For a linear increase
or decrease of the EVPA this value equals the slope of the
linear regression. A point-to-point variation on the order
of the trend indicates a smooth variation; whereas a strong
deviation from the trend indicates a point-to-point varia-
tion larger than the general trend. The point-wise deviation
of the variation from the trend is calculated as

si =

(

∆χ

∆t

)

i

−

〈(

∆χ

∆t

)

i

〉

. (4)

The mean over this deviation is used as an estimator for the
smoothness of the EVPA curve with respect to a potential
linear trend:

s = 〈si〉 =

〈(

∆χ

∆t

)

i

−

〈(

∆χ

∆t

)

i

〉〉

. (5)

The smoothness estimators is the mean absolute deviation
over the mean (MAD) of the point-to-point variation as
defined in eq. 2. An EVPA curve withs1 is considered
smoother than a second curve withs2 > s1.

3.2 Q-U-Random walk process

To simulate a stochastic variation of the EVPA we perform
a random walk in Stokes-Q-U-plane. The model contains
N cells of equal intensityI. The numberN determines the
mean degree of linear polarization

〈P〉 =

√

π

4N
· Pmax (6)

with Pmax = 75 % [8].
Each cell contains a uniform, but randomly oriented

magnetic field. We draw random samples from uniform
distributions of StokesQi ∈ [−1,+1] andUi ∈ [−1,+1]

and normalizeQi andUi with the factorPmax/

√

Q2
i + U2

i ;

with i ∈ [1,N]. The sumsQ =
∑N

i Qi andU =
∑N

i Ui

determine the integrated degree of linear polarization,P,
and electric vector position angle,χ:

P =

√

Q2 + U2

I
(7)

χ =
1
2

arctan
U
Q
+ n
π

2
(8)

with n =















1, if Q < 0

0, otherwise
(9)

The variation of the polarization propertiesP andχ
is determined by the number of cellsNvar that change the
magnetic field orientation in each mean time step〈∆t〉 [8].
The fraction of cellsX〈∆t〉 varying per mean time step〈∆t〉
is estimated by the standard deviationσ(P) of the degree
of linear polarization:

Nvar

N
= X〈∆t〉 ∼

σ(P)
〈P〉
. (10)

For modeled time steps∆t we scale the fraction of chang-
ing cells linearly with the time step:

X∆t =
∆t
〈∆t〉

X〈∆t〉 (11)

N∆t
var = X∆t · N rounded to integer (12)

with N∆t
var ≤ N (13)

We define two slightly different random walk processes.

Simple random walk process: Each time stepNvar cells
are selected randomly. The Stokes vectors of this subset
of cells are reset randomly as described before.

Shock random walk process: To simulate a shock pass-
ing through a turbulent jet, the cells are numbered. Each
time step the cellsi = 1..Nvar are deleted andNvar new cells
with randomized Stokes vectors are appended [e.g., 2, 8].

The observed〈P〉 corresponds toN = 31. The number
of cells changed each mean time step isNvar = x · N =
21. Averaged over all simulations the resulting standard
deviation of the linear polarization degree is〈σ(P)〉 = 6 %,
smaller than the measured 8 %. Even with the maximum
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Table 3. Simulation results for thesimple and shock random walk process: frequencies of EVPA rotation amplitudes, smoothness
estimators, EVPA trends, their mean over all simulations, and the frequency of both shifting methods leading to the same EVPA curve.

Simple random walk process Shock random walk process
EVPA rotation amplitudeAχ: Method 1: Method 2 Method 1: Method 2
Aχ > 180◦: 99.50 % 99.50 % 99.75 % 99.75 %
Aχ > 360◦: 42.49 % 42.49 % 50.5 % 50.5 %
Aχ > 720◦: 0.41 % 0.41 % 0.90 % 0.90 %
smoothness estimators:

s < 6 ◦/d: > 0 % > 0 % > 0 % > 0 %
s < 8 ◦/d: 0.008 % > 0 % 0.022 % > 0 %
s < 10◦/d: 0.18 % 0.44 % 0.08 % 0.22 %
s < 20◦/d: 79 % 98 % 78 % 98 %
〈s〉 = 17.5 ◦/d 15.1 ◦/d 17.7 ◦/d 15.1 ◦/d
EVPA trendm:
|m| > 1 ◦/d 66 % 66 % 69 % 69 %

χsm1 = χsm2: 1.28 % 0.87 %

Table 4. Smoothness estimators (errors in parantheses) and
shifting consistency of the EVPA of 3C 279 in four observation
epochs.

epoch JD-2450000 s[◦/d] χsm1 = χsm2

I 5150 - 5310 32(5) no
II 5310 - 6050 5.0(4) yes
IIb 5660 - 5760 4.4(5) yes
III 6050 - 6110 10.5(8) yes

number of cells changing,Nvar = N, the averaged standard
deviation of the linear polarization degree is〈σ(P)〉 < 8 %.
This already indicates that the polarization curve of 3C 279
is not produced by a stochastic process, at least not with
one having the probability density functions that are used
in our simulations.

The mean time step of our observations is〈∆t〉 = 3 d.
The simulation time series is constructed randomly with
time steps∆t following a power law distribution P(∆t) ∝
∆tα with α < −1, within the limits [∆tmin;∆tmax]. This
simulates a time step distribution similar to the observed
data. The EVPA is then calculated following either the
simple random walk process or the shock random walk
process. Simulated measurement errors are set randomly
following a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation,
σerrors. The resulting EVPA is modified with both shifting
methods. For each modified EVPA curve we determine
the amplitude of variation,Aχ = χmax−χmin, and calculate
the smoothness estimator,s, and EVPA trend,m.

The simulation input parameters are shown in Table 2.
Large EVPA rotations (> 180◦) have been observed at the
time scale of days to 100 days [e.g., 6, 7, 9]. We simulate
time intervals ofT = 200 d, to measure the frequency of
large rotations within this time scale. We run the simula-
tion 1 000 000 times for both random walk processes.

3.3 Simulation results

Table 3 lists the frequencies of EVPA amplitudesAχ,
smoothness estimatorss, EVPA trendsm and the corre-
sponding means over all simulations for both random walk
processes and both EVPA shifting methods. The last row

shows the probability that both EVPA shifting methods
give the same result. The main simulation results are:

• Large EVPA rotations of> 360◦ in less than 200 d, as
observed in our data, are common in random process
based EVPA curves. The simple and the shock random
walk processes produce rotations of that order with a
probability of 43 % and 51 %, respectively.

• Only in fewer than 1.3 % of the simulations do both
EVPA shifting methods result in EVPA curves that are
consistent with each other.

• A smoothness estimators < 8 ◦/d occurs less than
30 times in 1.000.000 simulations ands is larger than
10◦/d with a probability> 99.7 %.

4 EVPA variation in 3C 279

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the measured polariza-
tion variation of 3C 279 (left plot) and one simulation over
the same time interval as the observation, based on the
simple random walk process (right plot). We make four
general observations: 1) The observed polarization de-
gree and EVPA (180◦ interval) variation is less erratic
than the simulated polarization degree and EVPA varia-
tion. 2) This simulation shows an EVPA variation ampli-
tude of the same order as the observed, but 3) the simulated
EVPA curve is less smooth than the observed one. 4) The
smoothness of the observed EVPA curve is shown quanti-
tatively in the small scatter of the point-to-point variation
(eq. 2) compared to the simulation. For a more detailed
and quantitative description we divide the observation time
into four epochs. Details are listed in Table 4.

Epoch I covers the major clockwise rotation of the
EVPA. The smoothness estimator is significantly higher
than the mean smoothness estimator of the random walk
process simulations. The two EVPA shifting methods give
inconsistent results. Shifting method 1 gives a total ro-
tation of ∼ 350◦, method 2 of∼ 550◦. Both the high
smoothness estimator and the shifting inconsistency point
to a possible random process origin of the EVPA variation
during epoch I.
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Epoch II covers a general EVPA counter-clockwise ro-
tation with changing slope that includes one sharp EVPA
decrease of 120◦ in 4 days around JD2455655 and possi-
bly a second decrease during the observation gap around
JD2455800. The shifting results are consistent and the
smoothness estimator iss = 5.0(4). Our simulation gives
a probability of< 10−6 for creating EVPA variation with
these characteristics from a random process. Epoch IIb
is a subset of epoch II that shows a smooth (s = 4.4(5)),
counter-clockwise EVPA rotation of 360◦ in ∼ 100 days.
During epoch III the EVPA decreases. The shifting meth-
ods are consistent, but the smoothness estimator increased
with respect to the previous epoch.

This analysis indicates that two different processes af-
fect the EVPA variation. During epoch I the jet is in a
low state (Fν < 1 mJy (R-band)) and the EVPA varia-
tion likely originates from random fluctuations of the net
B-field orientation in a turbulent emission region. At the
end of epoch I - around JD2455350 - the degree of linear
polarization increases by a factor of 2− 5. A new emis-
sion feature likely emerges in the jet. This new feature
dominates the jet emission, increasing by a factor of∼ 20
from epoch 1 to the flare peak, and causes a deterministic
EVPA rotation coinciding with flaring epoch 2. Differ-
ent processes can explain a deterministic EVPA variation:
1) Abdo et. al. [7] explained the EVPA rotation of 3C 279
in February 2009 with a globally bending jet. Bends in dif-
ferent directions could explain the two-directional EVPA
swings, but a rotation of at least 360◦ requires the jet to
follow a helical path. 2) Two orthogonally polarized emis-
sion features shift the integrated EVPA, when one of the

features fades in or out. This process can rotate the EVPA
in both directions, but only with amplitudes< 90◦ [3].
3) Two models are based on a jet emission feature - pos-
sibly a moving shock - that does not fill the full jet cross-
section and moves along a helical or bent streamline. In
one of them, the magnetic field can be tangled and the
moving shock compresses and partially orders the tangled
magnetic field [4]. The rotation of the EVPA is then cou-
pled to the bent motion of the shock front [10, 11]. In the
other one the magnetic field is ordered - either helical or
toroidal - and the feature ‘highlights’ different parts of the
magnetic field, resulting in an EVPA swing [5, 12]. Both
of the latter models are expected to produce uni-directional
EVPA swings only, as the rotation is coupled to the motion
of the feature within the jet cross-section. If the emission
feature is ejected from the accretion disk the twist of the
feature originates in the angular velocity of the disk and is
not expected to change direction. However, our first mod-
eling results - in preparation - indicate that two-directional
EVPA rotations could indeed be reproduced in the frame-
work of an emission feature following a helical trajectory
in a helical magnetic field, assuming angular momentum
conservation in a jet that is opening up downstream.

During epoch III the flux decreases, suggesting that
the emission feature fades out and the random variations
in the low state jet start to dominate again, consistent with
the increase of the smoothness estimator.

5 Conclusions
When ‘solving’ thenπ-ambiguity, one faces the danger of
wrongly reconstructing the actual EVPA curve and misin-

Figure 2. Polarization variation of 3C279 (left plot) and a simple random-walk process simulation (right plot). The panels 
show from top to bottom: degree of linear polarization, EVPA in the 180◦ interval, EVPA shifted with method 1, EVPA 
shifted with method 2, point-to-point variation (eq. 2) of the EVPA shifted with method 1 and method 2. 
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terpreting the data. Poor sampling rates may obscure large
rotations. And shifting data points by multiple times ofπ
may artificially introduce large rotations that actually are
random and non-directed variations.

We present a method to distinguish between possibly
random EVPA variation and deterministic EVPA varia-
tion. We run Monte Carlo simulations of a random walk
in Stokes-Q-U-space, adjusted to reproduce the mean and
standard variation of the linear polarization degree that we
observe, with a randomized sampling rate, that follows the
same characteristics as our data. The introduced smooth-
ness estimator quantifies the smoothness of the curve. The
simulations of different kinds of random walk processes
give us a threshold for the smoothness estimator. We can
exclude these models at a certain confidence level, if the
smoothness estimator of the observed data is smaller than
the threshold. We point out that the threshold depends on
the data sampling characteristics and the number of mod-
eled cells, and thus the quoted values are only valid for
our data set. The smoothness estimator threshold and the
(in)consistency of the two presented shifting methods are
two indicators to distinguish between possibly random and
deterministic EVPA variation.

3C 279 shows both characteristics in different states.
In the low state the EVPA rotation is consistent with a
stochastic process, possibly due to turbulence in the jet.
In the flaring state the EVPA behaviour is likely determin-
istic and possibly dominated by a single emission feature.
We exclude the model of a bent jet and the simple two-
component model. A helical trajectory of the emission
feature seems to be able to explain the EVPA rotation and
modeling the EVPA curve in this scenario is in progress.
Also, modeling will be needed to discriminate between the
two possibilities of a tangled and shock compressed mag-
netic field or a structured (toroidal or helical) field.

Optical flux density and EVPA during the 360◦ rota-
tion (epoch IIb) show a high resemblance to the EVPA
variation of PKS 1510−089 in March 2009 and BL Lac in
September 2005, all coinciding with a general optical flar-
ing episode and ending with sharp sub-flare [9, 12]. Thus,
we observe the flare-related EVPA rotations not only in
different objects, but in different classes of objects (quasars
and BL Lacs). The 360◦ rotation in 3C 279 takes 110 d.
Assuming a Lorentz factorΓ = 15, this time corresponds
to a traveled distance of∆r ≈ 5 · 105 Schwarzschild radii
(assuming a BH mass of 6× 108M⊙ [7, and references
therein]). If this emission feature is located in the accel-
eration and collimation zone, the mean Lorentz factor and
traveled distance are likely smaller.

With an increasing interest in well-sampled polariza-
tion data [e.g., 9, 12] and new optical polarimetry monitor-
ing projects like Robopol (http://robopol.org/), our analy-
sis method may prove to be useful in discriminating be-
tween stochastic and deterministic EVPA rotations. As we
observe two different processes in the low state and the
flaring state of 3C 279, we point out that it is mandatory
not only to observe blazars triggered during flaring states,
but also with good sampling during low states to fully un-

derstand the structure of the magnetic field and the pro-
cesses responsible for EVPA variation.
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